
Participants
•  TD group: 30 children with typical development based 

on parent report and standardized tests 

•  LI group: 10 children with a diagnosis of language 
impairment and/or dyslexia, with standardized 
expressive language scores ≤ 81 & NV scores > 85 

3. Effect of error type and frequency on RT in 
children with > 50% accurate error detection (n=19)
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Error sensitivity (A’) in children with LI
•  Swedish-speaking 4th-graders with LI have the same 

sensitivity to errors on plural markers as their TD peers, 
but lower sensitivity to verb finiteness errors and noun 
phrase errors, which mirrors expressive difficulties in 
preschool children with LI 

•  This is the first error detection study showing this 
pattern of vulnerability in Swedish-speaking children 

Effect of word frequency on error detection
•  All children were more sensitive to errors involving HF 

regular verbs compared to LF regular verbs, and there 
were no significant group interactions 

•  The effect of frequency on sensitivity to verb finiteness 
errors is in line with the emergentist view, and prompts 
a new look at previous error detection studies that did 
not control for target word frequency 

•  Noun frequency did not affect A’ for noun phrase errors, 
perhaps because the task also involves detecting 
adjective congruence errors within the noun phrase 

•  RT analyses for 19 TD children with good error 
detection skills showed that RTs for verb and common 
noun phrase errors was affected by word frequency 

•  Neutral noun phrase errors seemed extra challenging, 
perhaps due to Ø-plural marking for neutral nouns: 
*lågt skjul (*low-NEUT shed) vs. låga skjul-Ø (low-PL  sheds) 

Clinical implications and future directions
•  The finding that word frequency (even of familiar words) 

affects the processing of grammatical morphemes has 
clinical implications for assessment and treatment of LI

•  The challenge of processing Swedish noun phrases 
with neutral nouns needs to be further explored

•  Additional data (a total of 50 students with and without 
language learning disabilities) will be analyzed using a 
mixed-effect model approach 

Background & Aim

Methods

Discussion

1. Effect of error type and group on A’ (HF targets only, N=40)

Results

Error detection tasks
•  Have been widely used to measure metalinguistic 

awareness, language knowledge, and language 
processing (Clahsen, 2008; Schütze, 1996; Tremblay, 2005)  

•  Participants listen to a sentence with or without a 
morpho-syntactic error and decide if the sentence is 
correct or incorrect 

•  Studies in English and French have shown that school-
age children with language impairment (LI) have error 
detection difficulties that mirror patterns of vulnerability 
in the expressive language of younger children with LI 
(Malliart & Schelstraete, 2005; Montgomery & Leonard, 1998; Wolfeck et al. 2004) 

•  Few previous error detection studies include any 
information about the frequency of the words in the 
experimental sentences 

•  According to an emergentist view of language learning 
and processing, frequency should affect error detection 
ability (see e.g. Abbot-Smith & Tomasello, 2006)  

•  The current study aims to investigate the effect of error 
type and word frequency on speeded error detection in 
Swedish-speaking 4th graders with LI and typically 
developing (TD) peers 

 

2. Interaction of frequency and error type on A’ (N=40)
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1: Wilcoxon signed-rank & Mann Whitney U (A’) 
•  Plural & Verb (Mdns=0.85) > Common noun (Mdn=0.844) 
•  Plural & Verb (Mdns=0.85) > Neutral noun (Mdn=0.793) 
•  Sig. group differences (TD > LI) for all error types but plural 

2: Repeated Measures ANOVA (A’) 
•  Within: type of error & frequency; Between: group 
•  Sig. main effects: group, type of error and frequency 
•  Sig. interaction between type of error and group 
•  Sig. interaction between type of error and frequency 
•  No interaction between frequency and group 

3: Repeated Measures ANOVA (log of RT) 
•  Within: type of error & frequency 
•  Sig. main effect: type of error (Verb < Neutral noun) 
•  Sig. interaction between type of error and frequency – (RTs 

for HF Verbs and HF Common nouns < LF) 
3: Paired samples t-test: LogRTPlural < LogRTAll other errors 

All significant results have p-values < 0.05 (two-tailed), with Bonferroni corrections when necessary 

Errors (Hansson, Nettelbladt, & Leonard, 2003; Hansson & Leonard, 2003) 
o  Verb error: regular past tense ! infinitive  
o  Noun error: omission of the obligatory indefinite 

article in noun phrases with an adjective 
+ Plural (control) error: plural noun ! singular noun 

Frequency manipulation (LäSBart corpus: Mühlenbock, 2008) 
Target verb or noun either 
•  High frequency (HF):  lemma > 100/million 
•  Low frequency (LF):  lemma < 30/million (verbs) 

 lemma < 10/million (nouns) 
•  All targets rated as familiar to 4th graders by teachers 

Sentences: 9-10 word sentences, error on 3rd/4th word 
•  Included in current analysis: 20 verb (10 HF/10 LF), 32 

noun (8 HF/8 LF per gender) and 10 plural sentences 
•  Half correct/half incorrect, 140 sentences total 

E-prime/Button box: auditory presentation and response 
collection (accuracy/response time) 

Dependent measures 
•  A’ – error sensitivity (Grier, 1971) 

•  RT – Response time from error in accurate trials 
•  Trials with RT< 200 ms omitted from all analyses 

Research questions
1.  Are Swedish-speaking school-age children with LI 

sensitive to grammatical errors that mirror known 
expressive difficulties in preschool children with LI?  

2.  Is there an effect of word frequency on error sensitivity, 
and is this effect similar for children with LI and children 
with TD? 

3.  Is there an effect of error type and word frequency on 
error detection response time? 
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Note that graph shows median RT in ms, while the log RT was used for all statistical comparisons ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05 
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